Fujifilm EFX500 Shoe
Mount Flash Black
The EF-X500 is a hot-shoe mount flash with the
maximum guide number of approx. 50 (ISO100m) / 164
(ISO100ft). Its support for the FP mode (high-speed
flash sync) means the flash can be fired at any shutter
speed. Key Features FP flash (high-speed flash sync)
freeing photographers from worrying about shutter
speed With cameras equipped with a focal plane
shutter, when the shutter speed is high, the first and
second shutter curtains move across at the same time,
making the exposure through a narrow vertical slit
between them. Because of this, light from a
conventional flash can only reach a small section of the
sensor. When shooting with a near-maximum aperture
to create beautiful bokeh, the shutter speed tends to go
higher. Wireless multi-flash TTL freely controlling light
on subject and background to enable creative
photography EF-X500 can be used in multi-flash setup
to freely control light on a subject and background for a
creative result. TTL lighting control is available with
single flash and also in the multi-flash setup, so that you
can start shooting without having to make cumbersome
adjustments to light output.Dust-resistant and waterresistant capabilities expanding the scope of
photographic fields when used with X Series cameras
Innovative design with low center of gravity creating a
perfect harmony with the lightweight and compact X
Series cameras The front side of EF-X500's main body
is applied with leather texture to compliment the design
of the X Series cameras. It is designed with low center
of gravity to maintain ease of operation when mounted
on the X Series cameras, known for their lightweight

and compact bodies. *image are for illustration
purposes only
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